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Abstract
Since its genesis, satellite remote sensing has enabled observations of environmental changes at inaccessible locations, improving tremendously
many scientific fields like the meteorology, oceanography, agriculture production, glaciology, geology etc. Using the information collected by satellites,
changes in the physical environment can be measured and the information is analyzed to predict future patterns and achieve better environmental
outcomes in different areas. Due to its speed and efficiency in information-gathering, the applications of satellite remote sensing are continually
increasing and becoming a vital part in environmental resource management process.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the contiguous increasing improvement of
the synchronous satellite sensors and the numerous satellite
platforms can provide data and products of high spatiotemporal
accuracy and in cost-effective way, which are essential for many
scientific fields of interest and especially in the environmental
studies. More specifically, the advanced capabilities of the
multispectral (or hyper spectral) satellite imagery making possible
to monitor spatial patterns and land use/land cover changes using
methodologies and spatial analyses, providing useful information
even in remotely sensed areas where ground-based observations,
are completely absent. It is characteristic that nowadays, a wide
range of different sensors operating in many satellite platforms,
provide multispectral imagery as well as microwave information.
Moreover, recently there are cases of polar-orbiting satellites
which carry lidars [1-3] increasing the capabilities of satellite
imagery in monitoring land/ocean/atmosphere. The increasing
use of the remotely sensed images is importantly owed to the
wide range of spectral regions are recorded, ranging from visible
to thermal infrared (passive radiometers), the microwave sensors
and satellite lidar/radar technology onboard of some synchronous
satellites. These remotely sensed datasets with the companied
use of the Geographical Information Systems (GIS), expand the
horizon of many scientific communities which are dealing with
the environment, their choices of imagery sources and their
ability to detect spectral, spatial and temporal characteristics of
the examined parameters and phenomena.

Focusing in the monitoring of the land surface characteristics,
the modern satellite imageries have been already proven, valuable
tools to monitor and mapping changes in a great variety of
parameters and phenomena like vegetation quality, forest fires,
urban sprawl land use/land cover changes, land degradation etc
[4-6]. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that many satellite image
products especially of high spatial resolution (finer than 10m), are
provided at costs which in many cases are not easy to be found.
Nevertheless, up to now, some satellite missions and instruments
have already gained the preference of the majority of the scientist
in monitoring land surface characteristics and spatiotemporal
changes, because provide full image products of high quality and
at no cost. Characteristic example in the Landsat satellite series.
Especially the latest satellite of this series, the Landsat-8, carries
the Operational Land Instrument (OLI) and the Thermal Infrared
Sensor (TIRS) which provide freely available multispectral images
at spatial resolution of 30m and radiometric accuracy capable to
capture accurately, significant land changes at local to regional
scales. It is also important to be mentioned, the case of Sentinel
satellites, which can provide a huge amount of choices to monitor
the environment at different spatial resolutions ranging from
hundred kilometers (coarse resolution) to 10m (high resolution).
Another interesting satellite, is the Advanced Land Observing
Satellite (ALOS) which carries-among others-the Advanced Visible
and Near Infrared Radiometer (AVNIR), providing multispectral
images of 10m spatial resolution. Conclusively, it can be said
that although the abovementioned satellites and sensors are
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widely used in the international bibliography, consist just some
among numerous sun-synchronous satellites which are operating
nowadays and can be used to monitor land surface characteristics
[7-9].

Conclusion

Continuing the uncontested usefulness of satellite remote
sensing in the environmental monitoring, a new era has already
started through the use of modern satellite sensors which
provide multispectral and hyperspectral images of continuously
increasing spatial accuracy and radiometric quality as well as
synchronous microwave and Lidar instrumentation.
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